We tackle the problem of improving microblog retrieval algorithms by proposing a Feedback Concept Model for query expansion. In particular, we expand the query using knowledge information derived from Probase so that the expanded one could better reflect users' search intent, which allows for microblog retrieval at a concept-level, rather than termlevel. In the proposed feedback concept model: (i) we mine the concept information implicit in short-texts based on the external knowledge bases; (ii) with the relevant concepts associated with short-texts, a mixture model is generated to estimate a concept language model; (iii) finally, we utilize the concept language model for query expansion. Moreover, we incorporate temporal prior into the proposed query expansion method to satisfy real-time information need. Finally, we test the generalization power of the feedback concept model on the TREC Microblog corpora. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model outperforms the previous methods for microblog retrieval significantly.
INTRODUCTION
Collections of microblog documents pose difficult challenges and offer unique opportunities to retrieval systems at the same time. Microblog retrieval systems need to * The Corresponding Author. overcome severe vocabulary mismatch problem (i.e., how to retrieve very short documents, which might be conceptually relevant, but do not explicitly contain some or all of the query terms), while having to deal only with scarce relevance signals that could be derived from the text of the tweets alone. Moreover, for short-text, neither parsing nor topic modeling works well because there are simply not enough signals in the input [34, 35] . To solve the problem, we must: (i) derive more signals from the input by combining it with external knowledge bases, and (ii) devise a framework that enables the signals to fully interplay, so that we have more power to disambiguate and understand a shorttext. In the rest of the paper, we address the two challenges above: (i) for the first aspect, we mine the concept information implicit short-text; and (ii) for the second aspect, we integrate the correlative concept into pseudo-relevance feedback framework to improve the semantic relevance of microblog retrieval.
Query Expansion (QE) methods based on Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF) [17, 20, 37] are widely used in microblog search to mitigate the problems mentioned above. However, these methods rely much on the assumption that the top ranked documents in the initial search are relevant and contain good words for query expansion. Nevertheless, in real world, this assumption does not always hold in microblogosphere [5, 24] , considering the example that the query contains proper nouns difficult to understand. What's more, even if the top ranked documents are highly relevant to the topic, it is still very likely that they contain numerous topicunrelated words due to the informality of the tweet content [24] .
To overcome the limitations of existing methods, we utilize Probase [36] as the knowledge source to infer more concept-related context information for each query and each tweet. In this paper, we propose a feedback concept model for query expansion. In this model, the ultimate aim is to capture optimal concept language model to expand the original query language model. We firstly preprocess the coming query and the entire tweet collection via short-text conceptualization [31, 35] , and obtain the relevant concepts respect to query and tweets in the collection. With the identified concepts, we obtain latest concept-relevant feedback tweets, which is used to estimate concept language model upon a maximum likelihood estimation strategy. More specifically, during the estimation, we assume that the concept-relevant tweets are generated by a mixture model, which consists of the concept language model, the collection language model and the contextual-concept model. In summary, the general idea of the paper is that, properly identifying feedback concepts in queries and tweets could potentially allow for retrieval at a concept-level, rather than term-level. In order to satisfy real-time information need in microblog retrieval, we follow the work of [15] and incorporate a temporal prior distribution regarding to the recency of documents into the proposed feedback concept model. We assign each top ranked pseudo-relevance document with a time prior so that the words appearing more in recent documents are associated with higher probability.
The main contributions of this paper include: (i) we leverage a novel approach for generating knowledge information from the probabilistic knowledge base (e.g., Probase) to expand the original query in concept-level, which leads to better understanding of users aŕ information need; (ii) To make signals fully interplay, the feedback concept model is estimated with the latest concept-relevant tweets by a mixture model based upon a maximum likelihood criterion; (iii) the temporal evidence is incorporated into our QE method to trade off between relevance and recency; (iv) We examine the proposed framework on two real-world tweet collections published by TREC by comparing it to previous representative methods, and the experimental results show that proposed framework achieves higher accuracy and efficiency in microblog retrieval task. To the best of our knowledge, although there exists researches incorporating concept information into traditional search [7, 23, 25] , the proposed research is the first to incorporate short-text conceptualization into pseudo-relevance feedback framework for microblog retrieval.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 surveys the related researches. Section 3 formally describes the proposed query expansion framework based on feedback concept model. Corresponding experimental results are shown in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK

Query Expansion based on PRF
It is widely used to leverage Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF) for Query Expansion (QE) in research of microblog search [13, 22, 9, 37] , which assumes that most of the frequent terms in the pseudo-relevance documents are useful. [24] proposed a query expansion method based on two-stage relevance feedback that models search interests by manual tweet selection and integration of lexical evidence into its relevance model. Observing that users tend to use entities in their queries to express the certain information need, [20, 12] proposed a two-stage feedback entity model based on a mixture strategy, which consists of the entity model, the domain-specific language model and the collection language model. [28] studied the utility of syntactic patterns for microblog retrieval, by proposing an efficient way to encode tweets into linguistic structures and using kernels for automatic feature engineering. However, these methods somehow are easily affected by the errors propagating from traditional NLP pipelines (e.g., entity recognition or parsing) in preprocess and the entire inference is nearly based on the word-level analysis. Moreover, [12] only generates discrete entity model for each entity in query, which is powerless to release the global semantic representation for the entire query. Just like the reported researches, we also attempt to improve the effectiveness of pseudo-relevance feedback based query expansion. However we seek help from another semantic signal from short-text, i.e., concept, which have been demonstrated effective in knowledge representation [12, 24, 34] .
Query Expansion based on Concept
Although many researcher aim at using semantics to enhance microblog search [1, 38] , most of them failed to enable the signals to fully interplay and rare researches pay attention to concept-based microblog search. Many recent studies in IR consider query terms relevant with each other [2] . Other models have been proposed to capture the exact dependencies between more than two terms. As mentioned in [23] , most previous term dependence models have failed to show robust, significant improvements over baseline bag-ofwords models, with only a few exceptions such as the dependence language models and the Markov random fields (M-RF) model [23] . As a concept-based query expansion technique, the Latent Concept Expansion (LCE) derived from MRF shows significant improvements over relevance models on MAP across different data sets, but only small, insignificant improvements on precision at 5, 10, and 20. However, one problem of LCE is that it adds the words of new concepts to the given query based on word statistics regardless of the semantics and syntax of the expanded concepts. Unfortunately, microblog texts usually don aŕt contain enough signals for statistical inference. Moreover, for concept-based IR, some empirical studies have shown that retrieval models using only concepts have inconsistent results, since not all documents and queries could be effectively represented using concepts. Different methods are investigated to combine relevance scores from both word and concept retrievals in [6, 18] . Hence, external knowledge base is introduced as priors in our study, to enhance the signals which contribute to inference.
Query Expansion based on Temporary
Previous works have demonstrated that temporal prior has a strong effect on information retrieval [10, 8, 20] . To explore the relationship between time and relevance, [15] proposed a time-based language model by incorporating time into both query-likelihood models and relevance models. [11] introduced a temporal factor into language model smoothing and query expansion using pseudo-relevance feedback, and showed their effectiveness for recency queries. For the temporal re-ranking in information retrieval , [17] suggested several methods to evaluate the temporal aspects of documents. to deal with real-time filtering in the Microblogging platform, [3] modified the user profile to balance between the importance of the short-term interests for a given topic.
[24] utilized a two-stage PRF based on similarity of temporal profiles of the query and top retrieved documents. In our study, the temporal prior is leveraged for the expansion method to enhance the importance of the words those are often used to describe the concept recently. 
Short-Text Conceptualization
Short-text understanding is a challenging task. Since shorttexts are usually lack of context, mapping short texts to concepts can help better make sense of text data, extend the texts with categorical or topical information, and facilitate many applications. For example, it has been verified very useful for short-text categorization [33] , text classification [30, 34] , search relevance measurement [29] , and search logo mining [13] . An increasing number of studies have paid much attention to the research attempted to acquire knowledge from external sources to obtain additional query terms. During query conceptualization, [31] groups instances by their conceptual similarity, and uses simple Bayesian analysis to conceptualize each group. [16] is a Wikipedia-based query expansion algorithm, which utilizes Wikipedia as external corpus to understand query for improving ad-hoc retrieval performance. Observing that available context (i.e., the verbs related to the instances, the adjectives and attributes of the instances) do provide valuable clues to understand instances, [35] utilize a knowledge base that maps instances to their concepts, and build a knowledge base that maps non-instance words, including verbs and adjectives, to concepts. However, queries usually do not observe the syntax of a written language, nor do they contain enough signals for statistical inference.
FEEDBACK CONCEPT MODEL FOR QUERY EXPANSION
In this section, we describe the details of the proposed query expansion framework based on the feedback concept model. More specially, this feedback concept model is estimated by a mixture model with the latest concept-relevant tweets. As discussed in [12, 21] , the mixture model [37] is reported with a relatively better retrieval performance among the state-of-the-art PRF-based query expansion methods.
The Framework of Feedback Concept Model
Language modeling [14] presumes that if it is highly probable that the document generates the query, then the content of the document is more likely to be relevant to the information need underlying the user's request. Therefore, it usually utilizes the probability that a language model that the document would generate the query as the ranking function [37] . Hence, we assume that a query q is generated by the query language model θq and a document (e.g., tweet) d is generated by the document language model θ d . After estimating θ d and θq according to [14] , the relevance score of d with respect to q could be computed by the following KL-divergence function:
Wherein V is the vocabulary dictionary, and w is the word in V . In this study, we mainly focus on how to estimate θq by leveraging concept information. To this end, we propose a query expansion framework based on feedback concept model. The conceptual scheme of this framework is illustrated in Figure 1 . Moreover, the proposed framework aims at solving the problem with minimum supervision. Although manually labeled data are insufficient, prior knowledge on the structured semantics or lexical information of language are massively available because many knowledge bases have emerged in recent years, including Probase, Freebase, DBpedia and so on. Here, we incorporate Probase [36] into the proposed framework.
The proposed query expansion framework is based on twostage Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF) strategy, and it consists of two parts, an offline part and an online part:
Offline Part: In offline part, we construct semantic network representing relationships between instance terms and corresponding concepts by utilizing knowledge base Probase (described in Section 3.2), and preprocess the indexed tweet collection via short-text conceptualization algorithm [35] to capture the relevant concepts respect to tweets in the collection.
Online Part: In the online part, we firstly preprocess the coming query via short-text conceptualization algorithm [35] , and obtain its relevant concepts. With the identified concepts, we obtain latest concept-relevant feedback tweets (CT ) while an original concept-based retrieval (described in Section 3.3), which is the 1st step in PRF. Then, the obtained feedback tweets is used to estimate Concept Language Model: Specifically, we assume that the conceptrelevant feedback tweets are generated by a mixture model, which consists of three language models: (i) the concept language model, (ii) the contextual-concept language model (described in section 3.5) and (iii) the collection language model. Afterwards, the concept language model is estimated with the concept-relevant feedback tweets based upon a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) strategy (described in section 3.4). Finally, the estimated concept language model is used to expand the original query (2nd step in PRF). Besides, in order to further satisfy users' real-time information need, we incorporate temporal evidences into the proposed expansion method (described in section 3.6).
Why We Choose Probase
As discussed in [31, 35] , it is essential to utilize lexical knowledge bases to understand query, rather than encyclopedic knowledge bases (e.g., Wikipedia, DBpedia, Freebase, Yago etc.). That is, the knowledge of the language should be used. Because such encyclopedic knowledge bases contains facts such as Barack Obama's birthday and birthplace, which are useful to answer questions. Inversely, lexical knowledge bases could definitely indicate that birthplace and birthday are properties of a person.
We use Probase here as the knowledge base to demonstrate the generate feedback terms. Probase is a lexical knowledge base, which is widely used in research about shorttext understanding [31, 32] and text representation [34] . However, our techniques can be applied to other knowledge bases such as Yago. Probase uses an automatic and iterative procedure to extract concept knowledge from 1.68 billion Web pages. It contains 2.36 millions of open domain terms. Each term is a concept, an instance, or both . Meanwhile, it provides around 14 millions relationships with two kinds of important knowledge related to concepts: concept-attribute co-occurrence (isAttrbuteOf ) and concept-instance co-occurrence (isA) .
The semantic network is constructed, which will make contribution to short-text conceptualization. This kind of semantic network consists of terms, concepts, and their relationships. And a sub-graph of this semantic network is shown in Figure 2 . In particular, each term could map to several concepts. For a short-text s, the words in evoke a subgraph in the semantic network. For any word w in s, we want to maximize the likelihood of the concept c given shorttext, which can be formulated as the following optimization problem: arg maxc P(c|w, s). Figure 2 shows a subgraph of the semantic network taking query "microsoft unveils office for apple's ipad" as an example. As we can see, there are two types of vertices: one represents concept (shown as ellipse), and the other represents an instance or attribute (shown as rectangle). Among these vertices, there are t- wo kinds of edges denoting different relationships: isA relationship between instances (attributes) and concepts (i.e., term-concept, shown as directed links), correlation relationship between two concepts (i.e., concept-concept, shown as dashed lines). Wherein, correlation relationship measures how strongly two concepts are related (e.g., Company and Brand are strongly related). Intuitively, the semantic network is a heterogeneous network.
Since the edge could represents isA or correlation relationship, we discuss each case to quantify the weights of edges, separately. In case of isA, which represents an edge from a non-concept word w (instance or attribute) to a concept c, the weight of term-concept edge is denoted as P(c | w), We compute it as follows: P(c | w) = n(w, c)/ c i n(w, ci). Wherein, n(w, c) is the frequency observed as isA relationship (ie., w isA c) in a corpus. In case of correlation, we denote the relatedness between two concepts (c1 and c2) as P(c2 | c1). And following the strategy discussed in [31] , the probability is derived by aggregating the co-occurrences between all instances of the two concepts, as follows: P(c2 | c1) = t i ∈c 1 ,t j ∈c 2 n(ti, tj)/ c t i ,t j ∈c n(ti, tj).
1st
Step in Feedback Concept Model: Concept Feedback Tweet Construction
The proposed query expansion algorithm with Feedback Concept Model is based on pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF) framework. Generally, the PRF framework consist of two stage: (i) in the first stage, the Pseudo-Relevance Documents (PRD) are obtained; and (ii) in the second stage, original query is expanded based on some query expansion strategy.
As the 1st stage in the pseudo-relevance feedback strategy, we should construct the Pseudo-Relevance Documents, which is called the Concept-Relevant Feedback Tweets (denoted as CT ) in this paper. To address this problem, we simultaneously investigate concept-relevance and temporal information: Firstly, we identifies relevant concepts of the query and the indexed tweets in collection. To achieve this goal, we introduce an algorithm for short-text conceptualization [35] . Then we could obtain the feedback tweets (CT ) by collecting all the tweets which are also relevant with these concepts containing in query. Considering that temporalanchored ad-hoc search strategy is essential in microblog retrieval [26] , we maintain the temporal characters of the feedback concept model by selecting the most recent M tweets before query issue time Tq. Overall, this method is a proper balance of relevance and recency.
The employed algorithm for short-text conceptualization [35] consists of three components: (i) Firstly, we segment the query into a set of candidate terms; (ii) Secondly, we create a graph out of the terms and their relationships; (iii) Finally, a random walk based iterative process is used to find the most likely mapping from terms to concepts. In short-text segmentation, we ignore terms such as prepositions (e.g., example in Figure 2 ignores preposition f or). Although these terms provide useful linguistic clues to understand term dependency, the proposed model do not consider about them. Because we focus on annotating terms in a query with their concepts, while there is no proper concepts with respect to prepositions. Moreover, each tweet was stemmed using the Porter algorithm and stopwords were removed using the InQuery stopword-list. We segment a query into a set of words. Then we take advantage of Probase as lexicon to identify all occurrences of terms in the query. In particular, we only consider maximum terms, which are not completely contained by other terms.
2nd
Step in Feedback Concept Model: Estimation of Concept Language Model
Overall, we would like to estimate a concept language model (θC ) for the identified concepts in query q which is used to expand the original query language model (θq), as shown in Figure 1 . Specially, this concept language model is a probabilistic distribution of words {P (w|θC )}w∈V and represents the common semantic categories of a given concept. Following [36] , we define a 'concept' as a set or class of 'entities' or 'things' within a domain, such that words belonging to similar classes get similar representations. For instance, Jeep and Honda could be represented by concept Car. Clearly, we have w∈V P(w|θC ) = 1. Note that we introduce Probase as knowledge base to estimate this concept language model. and we will describe details about how to estimate this model later.
With the concept language model θC we could expand the original query language model (θq), i.e., θq +θC → θ q , which is our ultimate goal. To address this query expansion, we take advantage of the linear interpolation for combing the original query language model (θq) and the concept language model (θC ) as follows:
Wherein α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter to control the weight of the concept language model, determining the influence of feedback concept information to original query: when α = 0, we only use the original query model (i.e., θq), and while α = 1, our framework emphasizes the feedback concept model most.
Therefore, the next intractable challenge we are faced with is: how to accurately estimate the concept language model (θC ) for original query, based on concept-relevant feedback tweets (denoted as CT ). Intuitively, it is a natural way to solve this problem by assuming that the feedback tweets (CT ) are generated by a probabilistic language model just as
, wherein Λ denotes the entire parameter set. Actually, such assumption seems to be somehow idealistic. However, the content in these feedback tweets is apparently of high diversity and redundancy [12] , as they generally may contain rich background noise and irrelevant concept information. On the other hand, since pseudo-relevance feedback strategy extremely relies on feedback documents [21] , the quality of the feedback tweets should be guaranteed.
Therefore, we should filter the noise feedbacks and purify the feedback tweets in advance, to make use of feedback tweets more effectively. To address this problem, we propose a mixture model to estimate the concept language model (θC ) based on a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) criterion. And we assume that the observed feedback tweets (CT ) is generated by this mixture model. Specifically, the proposed mixture model incorporates not only the concept language model (θC ), but also the collection language model (θ∆) and the contextual-concept language model (θCC ):
(i) Concept Language Model (θC ): P(w|θC ) w∈V , is the objective of our estimation and will be ultimately used to expand original query (θC ) rather than [12] generates discrete entity model for each entity in query, θC denotes concept model for the whole query in our study.
(ii) Collection Language Model (θ∆): P(w|θ∆) w∈V , is a probabilistic distribution of words, which is estimated based on the entire twitter collection, similar to [12] . It helps to filter global background noise, which is widely used as filtration method in microblog retrieval.
(iii) Contextual-Concept Language Model (θCC ): P(w|θCC ) w∈V , models prior knowledge of specific concepts including in the given query. That is, it plays a role of leveraging concept-prior information from knowledge base. Assuming that there exist k concepts (c1, c2, . . . , c k ) in original query q after short-text conceptualization, we have θCC = {θc 1 , θc 2 , . . . , θc k }. Each of θc k is also a probabilistic distribution of words, which is estimated based on the information of specific concept c in knowledge base. θCC is used to filter local background noise of special concepts in given query. Meanwhile, we have w∈V P(w|θCC ) = 1, and w∈V P(w|θ∆) = 1. By utilizing this mixture model to estimate the concept language model (θC ), the log-likelihood for the conceptfeedback tweets (CT ) is reformulated as follows.
wherein, di denotes the tweet in the feedback tweets (CT ), k is the number of the corresponding concepts included in given query, and n(w, di) is the frequency of word w occurs in tweet di. With the effects above, parameter set Λ is extended as follows: (i) the concept language model (θC ); (ii) the collection language model θ∆; (iii) the contextual-concept language models θCC = θc 1 , θc 2 , . . . , θc k , and (iv) the corresponding weights for contextual-concept language models µ1, . . . , µ k . Parameters λ∆ and λC control the weight of global background noise and local background noise of specific concepts, respectively. Note that, θ∆ could be estimated from the whole tweet collection easily, while the estimation of θCC = θc 1 , θc 2 , . . . , θc k should introduce conceptpriors from knowledge base (details in Section 3.5). Finally, Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm could be applied to compute this maximum likelihood estimation.
Concept-Priors Incorporation for Contextual-Concept Language Model
Let's discuss how to construct the contextual-concept language model (θCC ), which incorporate concept-priors from knowledge base (e.g., Probase) into the proposed feedback concept model for query expansion. Such prior knowledge contributes greatly to estimating the contextual-concept language model θCC = θc 1 , θc 2 , ..., θc k , as shown in Figure 1 . More specifically, we want to build a language model θc k , i.e., {P(w|c k )}w∈V , for each pre-defined concept c based on information in Probase. For concept c k we generate its concept-document (Dc k ) based on the information with respect to c k in Probase: we group all the texts corresponding to c k , including sub-concepts and instances (and their attributes). Then we generate the language model for each concept-document (Dc k ) as follows: P(w|Dc k ) = n(w, Dc k )/ w ∈V n(w , Dc k ). Wherein, n(w, Dc k ) denotes the frequency that word w occurs in the concept-document Dc k . Additionally, a Dirichlet prior could be defined on each unigram language model following [12] . Assume that σc k is the confidence parameter for the Dirichlet prior, and σc k = 0 if we do not have prior knowledge for concept c k . Ultimately, the contextual-concept language model (θCC ) with conceptprior, could be formulated as follows:
Temporal-Prior Incorporation for Feedback Concept Model
Moreover, it has been reported that a good expansion term in microblog retrieval should satisfy the following criteria [20] : (i) The term should be semantically relevant with the concept from the original query (q); (ii) The term extracted from Probase should also be widely adopted in the Twitter corpus while talking about the concept; (iii) As the user's intent may change and events related to the given topic will develop over the time, the ranking function should favor the short-term words that are mostly used in recent tweets.
Obviously, with efforts above, the first criterion has been achieved. To meet the second criterion, we follow the work of [20] and re-score the candidate terms based on the top ranked M concept-relevant feedback tweets (CT ), as follows:
Wherein P(di) is the document prior which is usually assumed to be uniform, and q j ∈q P(qj|di) is the query likelihood given the document model. To meet the third criterion, we follow the work of [15] and incorporate the temporal evidence into the document prior (P(di)) above, as follows:
Wherein r is the parameter that controls the temporal evidence, Tq is the query issue time and T d i is the tweet post time. Note that T d i is constantly less than Tq as we cannot use the future evidence.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We show experiments on two microblog datasets to evaluate our algorithm in several aspects. Firstly, we investigate the influence of concept-based query expansion by comparing with other kinds of query expansion algorithms. Secondly, we conduct corresponding analysis on parameters of the proposed framework.
Datasets
Our dataset are the official tweet collections used in the TREC Microblog track, Tweet11 (TMB2011 and TMB2012) and Tweet13 (TMB 2013) [26, 19] . Using the official API [26] , we crawled a set of local copies of the corpus. Our local Tweet11 collection has a sample of about 16 million tweets, and a set of 49 (TMB2011) and 60 (TMB2012) timestamped topics. While Tweet13 collection contains about 259 million tweets, and a set of 60 (TMB2013) timestamped topics. In our experiments, we make use of all of the topics. The tweets in the collections should be preprocessed in many aspects. We firstly discarded those non-English tweets, removed all the retweets, normalize elongations, and normalize URLs and author IDs. Moreover, each tweet was stemmed, and the stop-words were removed. For a temporally-anchored ad-hoc search task, each query q in the topic set is assigned with a timestamp. That is only tweets posted prior to Tq were assessed for relevance [26] , and no tweets newer than a given timestamp should be retrieved. Hence, based on the preprocessed collections above, we built the final collections consisting of tweets whose timestamps are prior to Tq. We index all tweets in these collections using Lemur toolkit .
As external corpus, Wikipedia articles are used for operating baselines. We preprocess the Wikipedia articles as follows: First, we remove the articles less than 100 words and remove the articles less than 10 links; then we remove all the category pages and disambiguation pages. Moreover, we move the content to the right redirection pages. Finally we obtain about 3.74 millions Wikipedia articles indexed by Lemur toolkit.
Alternative Algorithms
We compare the proposed models with the following comparative algorithms, including state-of-the-art concept-based algorithm, entity-based algorithm, and topic-based algorithm. Moreover, we also compare with the best submitted results of the previous TREC Microblog Track. The comparative algorithms are listed as follows:
LM: The simple language model [27] is employed as a basic baseline. KL-divergence is used to estimate both θq and θ d with empirical word distribution.
WikiQE: The Wikipedia-based query expansion algorithm utilizes Wikipedia as external corpus to understand query for improving ad-hoc retrieval performance [16] .
RTR: Real-time ranking model proposed in [17] , is the state-of-the-art real-time ranking model. This approach utilized a two-stage pseudo-relevance feedback query expansion to estimate the query language model. Besides, it adopts a temporal re-ranking component to evaluate the temporal aspects of tweets EntityQE: As the state-of-art entity-based algorithm, [12] proposed a feedback entity model and integrated it into a two-stage adaptive language modeling framework. Since only its first stage is comparative to ours, we omit the second stage from the entire model as EntityQE here.
LCE: Based on latent concept expansion model [23] , [25] proposed a microblog-variant by utilizing a temporal relevance model that uses the temporal variation of concepts (e.g., terms and phrases) on microblogs. It is reported as the state-of-art concept-based algorithm.
ConceptQE: Our proposed query expansion framework based on a feedback concept model, with concept information incorporation via short-text conceptualization [35] .
TopicQE: It is a variant of the proposed ConceptQE by replacing concept information with topic information: It utilizes LDA [4] to generate topic-distribution to represent short-text rather than concept-distribution used in Con- 
Experiment Settings
With the limitation of space, we briefly describe the experimental settings here, mainly including the parameter settings, and the elaborate details are presented in the URL mentioned above. For WikiQE, Wikipedia articles are ranked by using KL-divergence, and we select 2/3/5/7 terms according to descending TF-IDF scores from top-5/10/20/100 articles. Then the selected terms are interpolated into the original query. For the proposed ConceptQE, the model parameters λC and λ∆ are set as 0.8 and 0.5, respectively (see Section 4.5 for details). The interpolation coefficient α is set as 0.6 in Eq. 2. The exponential parameter r for temporal prior is set as 0.1 in Eq. 6. Wikipedia articles are used for providing expansion terms for WikiQE and training TopicQE.
Although it is critical to accurately estimate θq and θ d respectively (as mentioned in Section 3), we mainly focus on the estimation of θq. Therefore, similar to [24] , all the alternative algorithms estimate θ d as LM uniformly. During the constructing pseudo-relevance feedback tweets for all the alternative algorithms, we only collect the most recent 500 tweets as for each query q. In TREC Microblog Track, tweets were judged on the basis of the defined information using a three-point scale [26] : (i) irrelevant (labeled as 0), (ii) minimally relevant (labeled as 1), and (iii) highly relevant (labeled as 2). The main official evaluation metric is Mean Average Precision (MAP) for top 1,000 documents and Precision at N (P@N), which are widely used in traditional IR. Therefore, MAP and P@30 with respect to allrel (i.e. tweet set judged as highly or minimally relevant) are used in this paper. Moreover, statistical t-test are employed here. To decide whether the improvement by method A over method B is significant, the t-test calculates a value p based on the performance of A and B. The smaller p is, the more significant is the improvement. If the p is small enough (p < 0.05), we conclude that the improvement is statistically significant.
Testing Performance Summary
We display the experimental results with statistical significance test results in Table 1 . The results show the proposed Feedback Concept Model, ConceptQE, improves the baseline retrieval models in most cases. The superscript δ, ρ and ϕ respectively denote statistically significant improvements over LM, LCE and EntityQE (p < 0.05). Moreover, ConceptQE outperforms the best results of previous TREC Microblog tasks significantly. More specifically, for TREC 2012 topics (TMB2012), our method ConceptQE improves MAP and P@30 over the best submitted result of the task by 50.7% and 68.5%, respectively; while for TREC 2013 topics (TMB2013), our method improves the MAP over the best submitted result of the task by 16.4%. Note that all the methods estimate the document model (θ d ) as LM. As we can see, all of the query expansion methods have significant MAP and P@30 improvements compared with the LM method, which indicates the effectiveness of query expansion in microblog retrieval.
The Wikipedia-based method WikiQE performs better than LM, which indicates the importance of external expansion strategy. Moreover, ConceptQE is better than WikiQE on both MAP and P@30. This shows the superiority of our Probase-based query expansion method and demonstrate the effectiveness of the structured data. Compared with concept-based (ConceptQE) and entity-based algorithms (EntityQE), the topic-based TopicQE performs worse, demonstrating short-texts are more challenging for topic model. Moreover, our method also beats the state-of-theart baseline RTR, which uses a two-stage query expansion method.
Specifically, for Tweet13, the ConceptQE improves the MAP over that of EntityQE by 19.18%; while the corresponding increment for Tweet11 topics is relatively faint, which is 11.54%. EntityQE generates entity model for each identified entity from the given query, and then weights average of all entity models as the unified entity model by using inverse document frequency (IDF). However, we argue that the entire entity model for a query should not be averaged by all the each entity model simple, which may loss much information. Futhermore, EntityQE relies extremely on named entity recognition toolkits which faces problem of vocabulary mismatching, and its time consumption is huge because it has to generate entity model for each entity. On the other hand, IDF does not work well on short-texts, because suffers extremely from the sparsity and noise. LCE is reported as the state-of-the-art concept-based algorithm, which is most similar to us in methodology. Table 1 shows that the performance of ConceptQE is better than that of LCE, indicating the importance of incorporating concept- prior information from knowledge base. Moreover, ConceptQE needs less feedback tweets compared with LCE, which promotes the efficiency of system greatly in practical application.
Optimization of Parameters
In this section, we analyze the robustness of the parameter setting in the proposed framework, which could affect the overall performance: (i) number of concept-relevant feedback tweets M , (ii) global background noise coefficient λ∆, (iii) coefficient of background noise of specific concepts λC , (iv) interpolation coefficient α, and (v) temporal rate parameter r. All these experiments in this section are run on TREC 2012 topics (TMB2012). As mentioned above, setting the value for number of feedback tweets (M ) is difficult as larger values may introduce a degenerative behavior in the model, as more effort is spent predicting concept language models that are conditioned on unrelated terms, while smaller values of M may lead to cases where the feedback information is not sufficient enough include terms that are semantically related. Figure 3 demonstrates performance change of LM, LCE, EntityQE and ConceptQE across different number of feedback documents, which indicates our PRF methods require few feedback document.
Parameters λ∆ and λC control the weight of global background noise and local background noise of specific concepts, respectively. When evaluating the sensitivity of them, we set interpolation coefficient α as 0.6. Figure 4 shows the performance changes of the ConceptQE across different λ∆ while setting λC as 0.8, and across different λC while setting λ∆ as 0.5. If the λC is larger, the proposed feedback concept model could filter more specific-concept noise, indicating the importance of incorporating concept-prior information from knowledge base. Conversely, performance change with different λ∆ is slight, so we set it as 0.5 in experiments. Besides, from Figure 4 we could observe that, when setting interpolation coefficient α around 0.7, ConceptQE could reach their optimal P@30 scores, while the performance is descend when the value of α become larger. as it leads to much information loss about the original query. Previous works [11, 20] have demonstrated that setting temporal rate parameter r (in Eq. 6) for the exponential distribution has a strong effect on retrieval, and affects the expansion terms selected from knowledge base. Apparently, a large r favors the terms that are used recently in the pseudo-relevance documents (CT ). For comparison, we generate a variant of the proposed ConceptQE, denoted as ConceptQENT, which totally ignores temporal evidence. P@N scores of ConceptQE with different values of r and ConceptQENT are shown in Figure 5 (N = 1/5/10/15/20/25/30). From the experimental results, we could observe that an appropriate r can improve the retrieval performance compared with ConceptQENT. As has been assumed, retrieval performance benefits from larger value of r when N is small, however small value of r show superiority when N is large.
CONCLUSIONS
Microblog retrieval is a challenging task. To derive more semantic signals for inference, we seek help from concept information by leveraging short-text conceptualization. With the knowledge derived from the Probase, the queries in microblogosphere can be more comprehensible and thus more relevant documents can be retrieved. Meanwhile, a mixture model are designed to enable all signals to fully interplay. With the above efforts, we propose a Feedback Concept Model to finish concept-level query expansion for microblog retrieval task. Moreover, we incorporate the temporal evidence into query representation. Thus the proposed method favors recent tweets which satisfies the real-time information need in microblog retrieval. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model performs the best and shows significant improvement over the previous methods for microblog retrieval.
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